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The Sukhoi Su-33 (Russian: Сухой Су-33; NATO reporting name:
name Flanker-D) is an all-weather carrier-based
based twin-engine air superiority
fighter designed by Sukhoi and manufactured by Komsomolsk-on-Amur Aircraft Production Association,, derived from the Su-27 "Flanker"
and initially known as the Su-27K.
Compared with the Su-27, the Su-33
33 has a strengthened undercarriage and structure, folding wings and stabilators, all for carrier
operations.
The Su-33
33 has canards and its wings are larger than than the Su-27
Su
for increased lift. The Su-33
33 has upgraded engines and a twin nose
wheel, and is air refuelable.
First used in operations in 1995 aboard the carrier Admiral Kuznetsov,, the fighter officially entered service in August 1998, by which
time the designation "Su-33"
33" was used. Following the break-up of the Soviet Union and the subsequent downsizing of the Russian Navy,
only 24 aircraft were produced. Attempted sales to China and India fell through. With plans to retire the Su-33
Su
once they reach the end of
their service life,
fe, the Russian Navy ordered the MiG-29K as a replacement in 2009.

General characteristics











Crew: 1
Length: 21.2 m (69.5 ft)
Wingspan: 15.00 m (49.2 ft)
Height: 5.78 m (18.96 ft)
Wing area: 62.0 m² (667 ft²)
Empty weight: 18,400 kg (40,600 lb)
Loaded weight: 29,940 kg (66,010 lb)
Max. takeoff weight: 33,000 kg (72,752 lb)
Engine: 2 × AL-31F3 afterburning turbofans
o Dry thrust: 74.5 kN (16,750 lbf) each
o Thrust with afterburner: 125.5
25.5 kN (28,214 lbf) each
Wingspan, wings folded: 7.69 m (25.2
.2 ft)
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Performance

Maximum speed: Mach 2.17 (2,300 km/h, 1,430 mph) at 10,000 m (33,000 ft) altitude
Stall speed: 240 km/h (150 mp/h)
Range: 3,000 km (1,864 mi)
Service ceiling: 17,000 m (55,800 ft)
Rate of climb: 246 m/s (48,500 ft/min)
Wing loading: 483 kg/m²; (98.9 lb/ft²)
Thrust/weight: 0.83
Maximum g-load: +9 g
[
Landing speed: 240 km/h (149 mph)

Armament



1× 30 mm GSh-30-1 cannon with 150 rounds
Up to 6,500 kg (14,300 lb) of munitions on twelve external hardpoints, including:
o 6× R-27R/T/ET/EM and 4× R-73 air-to-air
air
missile
o Kh-31A Krypton anti-ship
ship missile
o Various bombs and rockets
o Electronic countermeasure (ECM) pods

Partial datas source: wikipedia
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Presentation x-plane model.
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Cutaway
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Front panel
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Left panel
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Right panel
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Fly your Sukhoi-33
Keyboard setup.

For a user-friendly
friendly controls your Su-33
Su 33 we recommend adding the following lines in the file
"X-plane
plane Keys.prf" with text editor.
Or replace the file with the one attached in the documentation
Make this operation when you are not in x-plane.
x
Save your original file.
For Landing gear :
Y <none> sim/flight_controls/landing_gear_down
X <none> sim/flight_controls/landing_gear_up
For dogfight :
N <none> sim/weapons/weapon_target_down
M <none> sim/weapons/weapon_target_up
weapons/weapon_target_up
K <none> sim/weapons/deploy_chaff
L <none> sim/weapons/deploy_flares
For utility :
Z <none> sim/flight_controls/eject
V <none> sim/flight_controls/canopy_toggle
C <none> sim/flight_controls/tailhook_toggle
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For folding wings :
PageUp
ageUp <none> sim/flight_controls/vector_sweep_forward
PageDown <none> sim/flight_controls/vector_sweep_aft

Engine start

1.Main battery On
2.Avionic On
3.Starter Left position start, 3 sec
4.Starter right position start, 3 sec.
It is the minimum for start the engine.
After you can start APU, generators
nerators and inverters.

Takeoff

1. Engage wheel brakes.
2. Move throttle to full.
3. Check engines values
4. Release wheel brakes.
5. At ~200Kt pull back the stick gently.
6. Retract the landing gear.
7. Climb freely, the engines have extreme power.
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1.Adjust engine power 70%, reach the landing speed~230Kt
2. Out the airbreak to 430 kt and continue slowing down slowly
3. Lower the landing gear.
4. Pay
ay attention to the vertical speed, smaller than value 2000.
5. Maintain landing speed.
6. After touchdown use wheel brakes and chute.

Takeoff carrier

1. Down the wings.
2. Engage wheel brakes.
2. Move throttle to full.
3. Check engines values
4. Release wheel brakes.
5. At the uoutput oft he carrier pull back the stick gently.
6. Retract the landing gear.
7. Climb
limb freely, the engines have extreme power.
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Carrier landing

1.Adjust engine power 70%, reach the landing speed~230Kt
2. Out the airbreak to 430 kt and continue slowing down slowly
3. Lower the landing gear.
4. Lower the tailhook.
5. Pay
ay attention to the vertical speed, smaller than value 2000.
6. Maintain landing speed.
7. Att the beginning of the carrier, move throttle to minus power, and wait…….
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Weapon.
1.Select
elect a weapon on the front panel.
2. Find a enemy plane on the radar display
3.With
With the target arrow on the hud, you maneuver the plane until the enemy aircraft is in the rectangular
4. Fire.
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http://www.x-plane.com/manuals/desktop/
plane.com/manuals/desktop/

http://wiki.x-plane.fr/index.php?title=Sommaire
plane.fr/index.php?title=Sommaire
http://wiki.x-plane.fr/index.php?title=Le_FMS
plane.fr/index.php?title=Le_FMS
for automatic pilot

http://wiki.x-plane.fr/index.php?title=
plane.fr/index.php?title=Le_pilote_automatique_:_D%C3%A9butants
Le_pilote_automatique_:_D%C3%A9butants
for automatic landing

https://defuse.ca/x-plane--combat.htm
combat in x-plane 10.
Support

The support is on the site x-plane.org
x
forum.
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This add-on aircraft is
s payware.
You are free to use this aircraft on one computer at a time for only hobby use.
By acquiring this product you agree to not distribute it.
This add-on aircraft is a game, it isnot
is
exactly the real avionic.
3D models, any other files, in part or in whole, may be copied, re-distributed,
re distributed, disassembled, or in any
way reused without the permission
rmission of pizzagalli.ch.
Pizzagalli.ch is not responsible for any damage from
fr
using this product.
contact: fpizzagalli@net2000.ch
Copyright pizzagalli.ch © 2016 All rights reserved
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